
Platform Security
The best defense is a good offense. Platform Security offers 
you unrivaled capabilities to detect and protect against 
modern threats.

70% of companies that host data workloads  
in the cloud have experienced a breach of their 
public cloud environment in the past year*.  
Threats are always evolving, so traditional  
security is no longer sufficient for protecting critical 
data and applications. These measures need to  
be incorporated into a comprehensive multi-layered 
security solution that is fully monitored and  

regularly optimized. We protect your on-premise  
and cloud workloads so you can focus on 
expanding your business.

With Microsoft’s cloud-based advanced security 
solutions, Cognizant Microsoft Business Group 
(MBG) can prevent, detect, investigate and respond 
to the latest threats in a fraction of the time.
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* Source: https://www.hipaajournal.com/70-of-companies-have-suffered-a-public-cloud-data-breach-in-the-past-year

Microsoft Business Group



Cognizant MBG’s Platform Security managed service provides cloud-based, complete end-to-end security for your critical 
infrastructure platforms, wherever they are. Leveraging the complete range of cloud scale security solutions from Microsoft, 
you can be secure in knowing your valuable data is safe and protected, 24x7. Microsoft’s Cloud security suite analyzes 8 trillion 
signals per day to monitor for threats against your environment**. The Cognizant MBG works with these indicators on your 
behalf, utilizing our extensive expertise with Microsoft’s security technologies to secure your platform.

**Source: 2019 Accelerate State of DevOps report

Azure Sentinel
Cloud native AI-based SIEM and SOAR reinvented for a 
modern world. Azure Sentinel correlates alerts, automates 
actions, and enables proactive threat searching 
capabilities, making threat detection and response 
smarter and faster.

Azure Security Center
Hybrid security management and threat protection 
leverages a powerful behavioral analytics engine that 
continually assesses your IaaS, PaaS, and on-premises 
workloads. Improve the security posture of your critical 
infrastructure with actionable recommendations and 
threat detection.

Microsoft Defender For Endpoint
Next-generation protection for server platforms that 
defend against advanced threats and malware 
by bringing together machine learning, behavioral 
analysis, and in-depth threat resistance research.

Prevent, Detect, Investigate and Respond
The Cognizant MBG Platform Security service 
integrates with, optimizes, and augments the 
Microsoft Cloud security technologies protecting your 
infrastructure. Our experts continually investigate and 
respond to detected alerts and act on your behalf 
to keep your data, application, and infrastructure 
platforms secure 24x7.

Prevent InvestigateDetect Respond

Engage with the Cognizant MBG to safeguard your business-critical 
infrastructure platforms with focus, simplicity and scale.

Learn more and get in touch at cognizant.com.
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